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HEAVY ATTACK ON HAVONER

for the second time within a week Bomber Command aircraft made

a heavy attack last night on the industrial city of Hanover, important
to the German war effort "because of its large rubber. and wool-combing

factories, armament and engineering plants. It is one of the ten largest
cities in the Reich,

A belt of bad weather over the North Sea was much worsc on the

return journey than on the way out. But from the enemy coast to the

target visibility was good except for the usual industrial haze. In the

glow of fires and flares crews saw their target clearly.

Defences were strong;, One pilot said that he had never before

seen so many combats over a target area, "Air to air" firing was going on, all

round, with continual bursts of tracer, Flak.was active only at the

beginning of the attack and either died away under rapid bombing or was

withdrawn to leave the air clear for fighters.

"Fighters had been trying to intercept us all the way from the enemy

coast"
,

said a Halifax pilot, "They were trying to mark our track by

dropping; flares on both sides, making an avenue of light.

"When we reached Hanover we saw the bright illumination flares

dropped by the fighters. There were the usual long: lanes running into the

target and out again. could see the flares reflected in the river and

lighting up the sky for miles around as they fell slowly earthwards.

"At the beginning of the attack all the searchlights in the target

area were operating together making- one c
one,

before we left they

had split up into smaller cones and some were working, individually'
} waving

aimlessly about the sky*

"We circled, round after the bombing; and watche the attack develop,

Fires seemed to be burning fiercely. They must have spread and grown
after we had left, -my rear gunner reporitng that he could still. see them

as we recrossed the enemy coast.


